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Why Pain?

Do we Land-up with PAIN in any Time in a Day? When 
and Where? Why?

Don’t we understand PAIN?
Most of us are having trouble like pain either at the starting 

of our day while wake-up from bed either due to lack of sleep/
inadequate diet and water etc. or at the end of our work while 
moving from office and/or at the home after having terrible work at 
home as compare to office work. Common problems are headache 
and heaviness at the end of work due to exhaustion. It’s a muscle 
which gets loosened in particulars plays. Second most problem is 
joint pain, leg pain, calf pain and ankle tingling. 

Why it is so? 
Every joint is having good blood supply and, or the nutrition 

it varies from different individuals and it is mostly a Degenerative. 
One can surely stop Degeneration if understand it. Diet is a major 
role to play. Water is second large concern behind degeneration. 
Back pain is also a major problem in today’s world; every third 
individual suffers from back pain. And most of this is due to very 
bad posture of the body and its movement and so it is physiological. 
It is corrected at the beginning, if not considered it can be a bad 
pathology and it is surely require some intervention. Cervical and 
neck pain is third largest concern today. Most of the youngsters 
are having this upper neck and head problem because of mobile, 
computer, etc. Longtime usage of both of this lead to burning of 
eyes as well as neck pain and headache and often it is associated 
with knee pain and lower back pain. Majority of young persons are  
having trouble like this due to digital technology and it should be 
corrected in a proper time. 

Initially all these problems are treated by family physician 
and orthopedic and last they go to pain physician. Most of the 
time family physician will guide them on telephone and give them 
pain killer medicine or the person himself take the medicine from 
medical store randomly, if they feel little ok they do not want to 
go to physician. By this time our body tissue, neurovascular bundle 
gets damaged by our body activity and finally it get trapped by 
surrounding tissue, muscle, fascia, etc. Rare option left for further 
treatment of pain.

Now What Next? Where to Go? Whom to Meet?

How much time should spend for this?
So many questions are in mind and/or other side so much 

work has to be done. This time is very crucial for them and finally 
they land-up with an operative intervention. Majority of joint 
replacement surgeries, spine surgeries are not successful all the 
time in different individuals because person themselves damage 
their own body structure by not understanding the value of the 
same. In today’s time most of the persons are having deficiency of 
Vitamin B12 and Vitamin D3 and this people are consuming lot of 
medicine without knowing the facts that these both are available 
free from the nature and food. Stiffness of the joint and back while 
wake up from the bed suggest lack of Vitamin B12 and Vitamin D3. 
For all these to understands pain factor. For further details please 
visit website: www.thepainclinic.in
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